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Post-acute Sequelae of COVID-19 2

Mitigating neurological, cognitive, and psychiatric sequelae 
of COVID-19-related critical illness
Pratik Pandharipande, Shawniqua Williams Roberson, Fiona E Harrison, Jo Ellen Wilson, Julie A Bastarache, E Wesley Ely

Despite advances in the treatment and mitigation of critical illness caused by infection with SARS-CoV-2, millions of 
survivors have a devastating, post-acute infection syndrome known as long COVID. A large proportion of patients with 
long COVID have nervous system dysfunction, which is also seen in the distinct but overlapping condition of post-
intensive care syndrome (PICS), putting survivors of COVID-19-related critical illness at high risk of long-lasting 
morbidity affecting multiple organ systems and, as a result, engendering measurable deficits in quality of life and 
productivity. In this Series paper, we discuss neurological, cognitive, and psychiatric sequelae in patients who have 
survived critical illness due to COVID-19. We review current knowledge of the epidemiology and pathophysiology of 
persistent neuropsychological impairments, and outline potential preventive strategies based on safe, evidence-based 
approaches to the management of pain, agitation, delirium, anticoagulation, and ventilator weaning during critical 
illness. We highlight priorities for current and future research, including possible therapeutic approaches, and offer 
considerations for health services to address the escalating health burden of long COVID.

Introduction
Since the emergence of SARS-CoV-2 in late 2019, there 
have been more than 750 million reported cases of 
COVID-19 worldwide, and nearly 7 million deaths.1 In the 
USA alone, there have been more than 100 million cases 
and more than 1 million deaths.1 The development of 
novel vaccines and effective therapeutic approaches have 
helped to reduce mortality in well-resourced countries.2 
However, despite these advances, millions of patients 
who survive acute disease have a devastating range of 
post-acute sequelae of SARS-CoV-2 infection, known as 
long COVID. Studies in the USA and Europe have shown 
that more than two-thirds of patients admitted to hospital 
with COVID-19 report incomplete recovery months after 
their index hospitalisation, with evidence of new or newly 
recognised impairments that affect quality of life and 
employment, which can result in financial difficulties for 
patients and their families.3–5

The most frequently reported symptoms of long COVID 
fall into two major categories: cardiopulmonary (eg, 
dyspnoea, cough, atypical chest pain, and autonomic 
instability) or neuropsychological (including neuro logical, 
cognitive, and psychiatric sequelae such as memory loss, 
executive dysfunction, depression, anxiety, severe fatigue, 
and sleep disruption, referred to here as neuro-long 
COVID or neuro-LC).6 Cardiopulmonary sequelae are 
easy to conceptualise for clinicians because of the obvious 
mechanistic links to acute pulmonary infection by SARS-
CoV-2. By contrast, mechanisms by which acute infection 
might lead to diverse neuropsychological sequelae are 
less intuitive. Additionally, these neuropsychological 
sequelae are highly variable, have been reported in 
severity that does not always match the seriousness of 
acute disease, and are difficult to observe objectively. As a 
result, despite overwhelming scientific data to support 
long COVID as an organic post-acute infection syndrome7,8 

and similarities to the growing list of other syndromes 
that occur after acute infection—such as myalgic 
encephalomyelitis/chronic fatigue syndrome (ME/CFS) 
and long Lyme (also known as chronic Lyme disease or 
post-treatment Lyme disease syndrome)—patients have 
struggled to find recognition of their persistent 
neuropsychological injury by the medical profession.9 The 
same is true for intensive care unit (ICU) survivors of 
critical illness who have post-intensive care syndrome 
(PICS), an often debilitating collection of symptoms 
including physical weakness, cognitive dysfunction, and 
psychological distress that can persist for months or years 
after critical illness.10,11 Intensivists, pulmonologists, and 
other ICU caregivers need to be aware of the combined 
risks of long COVID (including neuro-LC) and PICS that 
put survivors of severe COVID-19 in a place of double 
jeopardy as they attempt to navigate survival despite often 
not meeting diagnostic criteria for a specific disease. 
Strategies for mitigation should start with treatment 
during the acute phase of SARS-CoV-2 infection. 
Furthermore, as part of efforts to reduce the burden of 
neuro-LC, critical care personnel in the ICU need to 
anticipate long-term outcomes for patients, and providers 
in post-ICU clinics need to recognise and address both 
neuro-LC and PICS. An improved understanding of the 
patho physiological mechanisms underlying neuro-LC 
will be key to the development of preventive and 
therapeutic strategies.

This is the second paper in a Lancet Respiratory Medicine 
Series about the post-acute sequelae of COVID-19. The 
first paper12 in the Series focuses on respiratory sequelae 
of COVID-19, addressing lung injury and the origins of 
breathlessness in hospitalised and non-hospitalised 
patients with COVID-19, and outlining considerations 
for the long-term care of patients. The third paper13 
focuses on the burden of multisystem sequelae of 
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COVID-related critical illness, describing effects on 
multiple organ systems and potential pathophysiological 
mechanisms. We provide an overview of what is known 
about the clinical features, causes, and underlying 
mechanisms of neurological, cognitive, and psychiatric 
sequelae of COVID-19-related critical illness, including 
sequelae recognised as components of PICS. We review 
recommendations for optimum acute care (with a view 
to limiting long-term deleterious health effects), consider 
pathways of long-term care and recovery, and highlight 
priorities for research.

Epidemiology of long COVID
To support an informed understanding of the impacts, 
potential mechanisms, and optimum management of 
neuro-LC, we begin with a brief overview of long COVID, 
the parent condition under which neuro-LC occurs. 
Clinicians and researchers have yet to reach consensus 
on a standard definition of long COVID, although efforts 
are underway to effectively classify the disorder on the 
basis of symptom clusters distinct from those in 
individuals who were never infected with SARS-CoV-2.14 
Whereas some current definitions focus on symptoms 
that persist after initial infection, others incorporate new 
symptoms that can develop after the original illness and 

persist for a prolonged period. Table 1 compares the 
recent definitions of long COVID from the US Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),15,16 the World 
Health Organization (WHO),17 and the UK National 
Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE).18 The 
absence of a standardised or pathophysiological 
definition of long COVID syndrome and highly variable 
investigations based on patient self-reporting, often 
without control groups, have resulted in substantial 
variability in epidemiological reports. In the USA, 
estimates suggest that more than 10–15 million adults 
have long COVID,19 representing 6·2% of the total 
number of SARS-CoV-2 infections in 2020 and 2021. 
Davis and colleagues7 weighted the evidence and 
conservatively settled on an estimate of 10% of infected 
individuals, which is probably an underestimate given 
the number of unreported cases. Under this parent 
condition of long COVID, the proportion of people with 
neuro-LC is not well established but this remains a 
common and disabling manifestation of the syndrome.

Neurological, cognitive, and psychiatric sequelae
Persistent neurological deficits that last for months or 
years after acute COVID-19 have been reported since the 
early stages of the pandemic (table 2; figure 1).20–38 
As shown in a 2021 survey of more than 3700 people 
who had confirmed or suspected COVID-19,39 
1700 respondents (45·2%) required a reduced work 
schedule after SARS-CoV-2 infection, and an additional 
839 (22·3%) were not working at the time of the survey 
due to illness, attesting to the potential societal impact of 
cognitive and physical impairments. Many patients with 
neurological symptoms meet the diagnostic criteria for or 
have symptoms consistent with ME/CFS.40,41 ME/CFS is a 
chronic, multisystem disease affecting about 20 million 
people worldwide that manifests as chronic fatigue, post-
exertional malaise, and cognitive impairment.42 Standard 
diagnostic tests typically return normal results and 
affected people are often undiagnosed or misdiagnosed 
with other conditions, such as depression. In many cases, 
ME/CFS worsens with physical or mental activity, 
including cognitive behavioural therapy and graded 
exercise therapy.42 Estimates of the economic impact of 
COVID-19 indicated that if the societal burden of ME/CFS 
is extrapolated to the nearly 86 million documented 
survivors of COVID-19 in the USA (as of June, 2022) and 
considering a range of 5–20% for those survivors with 
long COVID, the annual medical costs could be tens of 
billions of dollars, and lost income and annual economic 
impact (excluding costs of disability services, social 
services, and lost caregiver income) in the order of 
hundreds of billions of dollars.40,41 The public health 
burden of long COVID is estimated to be the largest seen 
from an emerging disease in the past 100 years.43

Neuro-LC in survivors of COVID-19 has been reported 
up to 1 year after acute illness. In one of the largest studies 
to date, Xu and colleagues44 used the national health-care 

Key messages

• Vaccines, antivirals, and anti-inflammatory medications reduce the morbidity and 
mortality associated with acute COVID-19, but millions of patients go on to have a 
devastating subacute and chronic illness known as long COVID, even after mild acute 
disease

• Many survivors of critical illness have neurological and psychological features of PICS 
plus long COVID for months or years after hospitalisation for acute COVID-19, 
including cognitive impairments, ME/CFS, anxiety, depression, post-traumatic stress 
disorder, peripheral nerve symptoms, and new cerebrovascular disease; we refer to this 
collection of post-acute sequelae as neuro-long COVID or neuro-LC

• Neuro-LC is a burgeoning public health crisis, affecting millions of individuals and 
society at large, with detrimental effects on quality of life, ability to remain in the 
workforce, and financial and mental wellbeing of patients and caregivers

• Key management strategies that were based on high-quality research and widely used 
in the ICU before the emergence of COVID-19 were abandoned during the early stages 
of the pandemic; a change in ICU culture and practice is needed to reduce known risk 
factors for PICS and mitigate the development of neuro-LC by re-establishing strict 
adherence to lung-protective ventilation and evidence-based safety checklists such as 
the ABCDEF bundle, which promotes management of pain and delirium, minimisation 
of sedation, and early mobilisation

• Clinics and support groups dedicated to long COVID and PICS are needed to provide 
care, support, and a community of like-minded individuals for patients and caregivers 
to address the current and escalating burden of neuro-LC

• Studies to understand the phenotypic subtypes, natural history, and biomarker profiles 
of long COVID and neuro-LC will need to go hand in hand with research efforts to 
develop targeted preventive and therapeutic interventions to reduce the burden of 
neuro-LC in survivors of COVID-19-related critical illness

ICU=intensive care unit. ME/CFS=myalgic encephalomyelitis/chronic fatigue syndrome. PICS=post-intensive care syndrome.

For more on long COVID from 
the CDC see https://www.cdc.
gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/

long-term-effects

For more on long COVID from 
WHO see https://www.who.int/
europe/news-room/fact-sheets/

item/post-covid-19-condition
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databases of the US Department of Veterans Affairs to 
build a cohort of about 150 000 individuals with COVID-19 
and estimated the risk of incident neurological disorders 
in this cohort compared with more than 5 million 
contemporary and historical uninfected controls, in the 
12 months after an acute infection. They obtained 
demographic data, outpatient-encounter and inpatient-
encounter data (including diagnosis and procedures), and 
inpatient and outpatient medications. Outcomes were 
based on International Classification of Diseases 10th 
Revision (ICD-10) codes and prescription medications. 
Most composite outcomes reported in patients 1 year after 
a positive test for SARS-CoV-2 were significantly higher 
than those in uninfected controls, with about a 40% higher 
risk of having some manifestation of neuro-LC (hazard 
ratio [HR] 1·43, 95% CI 1·38–1·47).44 These included 
cerebrovascular disorders, which contributed to higher 
occurrence of ischaemic and haemorrhagic stroke and 
transient ischaemic attack, and diagnoses of neuro-
degenerative disease such as Alzheimer’s disease, 
Parkinson’s-like disease, and peripheral nervous system 
changes. The risks were evident in all subgroups, which 
were based on age, race, sex, smoking status, and the 
presence or absence of obesity, diabetes, chronic kidney 
disease, hyperlipidaemia, hypertension, or immune 
dysfunction. Given the relatively homogeneous popu-
lation of predominantly White males in this study, the 
relative risk of neuro-LC in those at greater risk of 
Alzheimer’s disease (including women and African 
Americans) or of other related neurodegenerative 
disorders deserves further study.

Using the same US Department of Veterans Affairs 
database, Xie and colleagues45 evaluated mental health 
outcomes in patients with COVID-19 and found an 
increased risk of incident anxiety disorders (HR 1·35, 

95% CI 1·30–1·39), depressive disorders (1·39, 1·34–1·43), 
and stress and adjustment disorders (1·38, 1·34–1·43) at 
30 days after COVID-19 compared with contemporary 
uninfected controls.45 There was a greater than 50% 
increased risk of the use of prescription antidepressants, 
benzodiazepines, and opioids, with a 25–30% increased 
risk of opioid and other substance use disorders.45

To our knowledge, no studies have reported the natural 
history of neuro-LC symptoms specific to ICU survivors. 
In the prospective long COVID ComPaRe cohort 
(La Communauté de Patients pour la Recherche), of 
968 patients with ongoing symptoms 2 months after 
confirmed COVID-19, the probability of persistent long 
COVID symptoms 1 year after symptom onset was 84·9% 
(95% CI 79·8–90·4).46 Some symptoms (eg, paraesthesia) 
increased in prevalence over time, while others (eg, loss 
of smell) decreased in prevalence, and still others, (eg, 
word-finding difficulty) did not substantially change over 
time. Similar pattern was reported in another survey-
based cohort: the prevalence of brain fog (a term used to 
describe symptoms of confusion and difficulty thinking 
clearly or concentrating) and memory issues was relatively 
stable over a period of 28 weeks, whereas imbalance and 
olfactory or gustatory dysfunction decreased in prevalence 
over the same period.39

Overall, these striking increases in morbidity risks are 
motivating further work to understand underlying 
mechanisms and establish optimum management of 
neuro-LC, which we explore in the following sections.

Pathophysiological models of neuro-LC
Early autopsy studies of critically ill patients with COVID-19 
did not show significant viral invasion of neurons,47,48 
leading to the initial belief that there was little involvement 
of the brain in SARS-CoV-2 infection. However, studies did 

US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)15,16 World Health Organization (WHO)17 UK National Institute for Health and Care Excellence 
(NICE)18

Primary 
terms used

Long COVID Post COVID-19 condition Ongoing symptomatic COVID-19 or post-COVID-19 
syndrome

Current 
definition

Signs, symptoms, and conditions that last 4 weeks or more 
after acute infection

New-onset or persistent symptoms in individuals with a 
history of probable or confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection, 
usually 3 months after the onset of COVID-19, that last 
for at least 2 months and cannot be explained by an 
alternative diagnosis; no minimum number of 
symptoms is required for the diagnosis; a different 
definition might be applicable for children

Ongoing symptomatic COVID-19 defined as signs and 
symptoms that last 4–12 weeks after the onset of acute 
symptoms; post-COVID-19 syndrome defined as signs and 
symptoms that develop during or after an infection 
consistent with COVID-19, continue for more than 
3 months, and cannot be explained by an alternative 
diagnosis

Plans to 
review and 
revise

Ongoing research initiatives (eg, the NIH RECOVER 
Initiative) are designed to clarify the clinical spectrum, 
phenotypes, and duration of long COVID; the CDC National 
Health Interview Survey 2022 and 2023 contains questions 
on ME/CFS, a closely related syndrome, and will examine 
the connections among ME/CFS, long COVID, and other 
chronic conditions; NASEM has an active committee that is 
examining the working definitions of long COVID

The definition is expected to change as new evidence 
emerges and knowledge of the sequelae of COVID-19 
continues to evolve

Recommendations for future research include a focus on 
the clinical course of post-COVID-19 syndrome and the 
presentation of post-COVID-19 syndrome in children, 
young people, pregnant women, and older people

ME/CFS=myalgic encephalomyelitis/chronic fatigue syndrome. NASEM=National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine. NIH=National Institutes of Health. RECOVER=Researching COVID to Enhance 
Recovery.

Table 1: Definitions of long COVID

For more on the RECOVER 
Initiative see https://
recovercovid.org/

For more on NASEM plans to 
examine the working 
definitions of long COVID see 
https://www.nationalacademies.
org/our-work/examining-the-
working-definition-for-long-
covid

For more on the ComPaRe cohort 
see https://compare.aphp.fr/

https://compare.aphp.fr/
https://recovercovid.org/
https://recovercovid.org/
https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/examining-the-working-definition-for-long-covid
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https://recovercovid.org/
https://recovercovid.org/
https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/examining-the-working-definition-for-long-covid
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indicate that patients had pronounced inflammatory 
changes and microglial activation.49,50 Furthermore, 
systemic inflammation has been associated specifically 
with cognitive impairment in patients with neuro-LC in 
cohort studies such as the Post-hospitalisation COVID-19 
study (PHOSP-COVID).51 Although the virus does not 
appear to persist in neurons, SARS-CoV-2 readily infects 
and activates astrocytes and microglial cells.52 Glial cell 
activation is the hallmark of neuroinflammation and can 
result in regional brain atrophy, a finding reported in 
neuro-LC and associated with cognitive deficits.20,53 Patients 
with COVID-19, compared with control participants 
without a history of infection, show significant reductions 
in grey matter thickness in the orbitofrontal cortex and 
parahippocampal gyrus and in global brain size, in 
addition to increased tissue damage in areas associated 
with the olfactory cortex.20 These areas, collectively referred 
to as the limbic system, are important for memory and 
emotion processing. Subtle tissue damage in these regions 
might be one of the driving factors for cognitive and 
psychiatric impairments in COVID-19 survivors. Similarly, 

patients with neuro-LC have reduced metabolic activity in 
the parahippocampal gyrus and thalamus,53 areas 
important for contextual associations and relaying sensory 
and motor information across disparate brain regions. The 
thalamus also strongly influences arousal, circadian 
rhythms, and pain perception, which can be disrupted in 
patients with neuro-LC.53 Notably, hypometabolism and 
chronic neuroinflammation are important clinical 
manifestations of mild cognitive impairment, Alzheimer’s 
disease, and dementias of other causes.54–56 The similarities 
and differences between neuro-LC, mild cognitive 
impairment, and Alzheimer’s disease—with overlapping 
collections of symptoms—will help to direct future studies 
of potential therapeutic interventions for neuro-LC. Table 2 
illustrates common symptoms of neuro-LC and potential 
underlying mechanisms.

Persistent inflammation, triggered by initial SARS-
CoV-2 infection and propagated by ongoing immune 
activation affecting these regions (possibly through 
persistent viral reservoirs and antigenic stimulation, or 
targeting of an endogenous antigen in the case of 

For more on PHOSP-COVID see 
https://www.phosp.org/

Symptoms Examples of related diagnoses Possible mechanisms

Impaired memory and 
cognition

Brain fog, trouble concentrating, word-
finding difficulty

Alzheimer’s disease, mild cognitive 
impairment, COVID-19-associated 
encephalitis

Global brain atrophy20 and atrophy of structures related to memory and cognition 
(eg, parahippocampal gyrus); hippocampal hypometabolism;21 autoimmune 
encephalitis22

Disorders of equilibrium Dizziness, imbalance Vertigo, orthostasis Cerebellar atrophy and hypometabolism;21 secondary cardiopulmonary insufficiency 
(eg, due to decreased respiratory efficiency and increased metabolic requirement)

Constitutional disorders Fatigue, headache Chronic fatigue syndrome, 
migraine, tension-type headache

Residual systemic inflammatory state23 leading to increased tissue energy 
consumption; impaired tissue oxygenation (eg, due to functional anaemia, small 
vessel endothelial dysfunction impairing capillary blood flow, or impaired trans-
alveolar O2 transport); inadequate sleep efficiency; impaired CO2 clearance and mild 
metabolic acidosis; increased intracranial pressure; subclinical meningeal 
inflammation; dysregulated pain receptor physiology

Disorders of the 
peripheral nerves or 
neuromuscular junction

Limb weakness, paraesthesia, facial palsy, 
difficulty swallowing

Guillain-Barré syndrome, peripheral 
neuropathy, dysautonomia, Bell’s 
palsy

Axonal degeneration, multifocal demyelination, or small fibre neuropathy24

Seizures Brief, paroxysmal alterations in 
behaviour, staring spells with loss of 
awareness, convulsions

Focal onset epilepsy, multisystem 
inflammatory syndrome in 
children, encephalitis

Post-infection inflammatory cascade affecting focal brain areas25 (eg, mesial 
temporal regions)

Mental health disorders Mood changes (depression, anxiety), 
hallucinations, delusions, catatonia

Major depressive disorder, stress 
and adjustment disorders, anxiety 
disorders, psychotic disorders

Modulation of affective information processing via alterations in olfactory cortical 
firing;26 structural changes in brain regions responsible for emotional processing 
(eg, anterior cingulate cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, ventral striatum, amygdala);20 
decreased psychological resilience (premorbid or context-specific)27

Sensory disorders Altered smell and taste, hearing 
abnormalities, or vision changes

Meniere’s disease, anosmia, 
dysgeusia, tinnitus

Prolonged chemokine induction, microglial activation, and suppression of neuronal 
transcriptome in olfactory bulb and olfactory epithelium;28 dysfunctional sensory 
integration due to loss of function in parietal association cortex;20 direct viral 
invasion of inner ear29

Extrapyramidal and 
movement disorders

Abnormal involuntary movements, 
tremor, bradykinesia, dystonia, 
myoclonus

Parkinsonism, chorea, dystonia Inflammatory cytokines, microglial activation or molecular mimicry leading to 
structural or functional damage to the basal ganglia30,31

Cerebrovascular 
disorders 

Sudden-onset weakness, sensory 
changes, or vision deficits

Ischaemic stroke, transient 
ischaemic attack, haemorrhagic 
stroke, cerebral venous thrombosis

Hypercoagulable state;32 microvascular endothelial dysfunction33

Myelopathies Paraplegia, incontinence, pain Transverse myelitis, acute 
disseminated encephalomyelitis, 
spinal epidural abscess, spinal cord 
ischaemia

Autoimmune activation due to molecular mimicry;34 coagulopathy, arterial 
thrombosis, or abscess formation35

Composite outcomes are shown with symptoms, related diagnoses, and possible underlying mechanisms.

Table 2: Neurological, cognitive, and psychiatric complications and related symptoms after SARS-CoV-2 infection

https://www.phosp.org/
https://www.phosp.org/
https://www.phosp.org/
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molecular mimicry and autoimmunity34), is thus a 
leading candidate for the underlying mechanism of a 
diverse array of neuro-LC symptoms (figure 1). 
Additionally, a high proportion of critically ill patients 
with COVID-19 show Epstein-Barr virus and 
cytomegalovirus reactivations, although it is unclear 
whether these reactivations predispose to hyper-
inflammation.57

Preclinical data show that SARS-CoV-2 infection, in 
contrast to influenza virus, leads to persistent immune 
cell activation and production of inflammatory cytokines 
in the olfactory bulb and epithelium.28 These changes 
were accompanied by signs of elevated compulsiveness 
or anxiety-like behaviours 1 month after infection in a 
hamster model. Similar findings were observed in post-
mortem olfactory tissues of individuals who died at least 

Figure 1: Potential mechanistic pathways and therapeutic interventions for neuro-LC
An informed approach to mitigating and reversing neuro-LC symptoms will require a detailed understanding of its pathogenesis. The diagram summarises current 
understanding of potential mechanistic pathways of neuro-LC; many of the pathobiological features overlap with those of the post-intensive care syndrome. 
Dark green rectangles indicate therapies shown to be effective for acute COVID-19. Lighter green rectangles indicate novel therapeutics that are being studied to 
prevent or ameliorate neuro-LC. Persistent systemic and neuroinflammatory processes extending beyond the acute infectious stage are a unifying pathway for 
neuro-LC, although additional, unidentified mechanisms probably exist. Work in other neurological diseases such as stroke, multiple sclerosis, and Guillain-Barré 
syndrome indicates that this inflammatory cascade, if left unchecked, can lead to neuronal loss, grey and white matter atrophy, hypometabolism, and associated 
dysfunctional neuronal signalling in the CNS and peripheral nervous system. EBV=Epstein-Barr virus. Neuro-LC=neurological, cognitive, and psychiatric sequelae of 
COVID-19 (neuro-long COVID). NMDA=N-methyl-D-aspartate.

Acute COVID-19:
initial insult and
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response

Long COVID:
subacute and 
chronic aberrant
nervous system
function

CNS dysfunction:
memory and executive dysfunction (eg, brain fog), depression, anxiety, and post-exertional malaise

Peripheral nervous system dysfunction:
chronic neuropathy, paraesthesias, anosmia, hearing loss, and more

Neuronal loss, atrophy, and hypometabolism Dysfunctional neuronal signalling

DemyelinationMicrovascular ischaemia

Microglial activation Reactive astrocytosis Oligodendrocyte 
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1 month after resolution of acute COVID-19.28 
Fernández-Castañeda and colleagues58 modelled mild 
respiratory COVID-19 in a mouse expressing the viral-
entry receptor for SARS-CoV-2—human angiotensin-
converting enzyme 2 (ACE2)—by delivering SARS-CoV-2 
intranasally. They found signs of neuro inflammation 
with elevated concentrations of chemokines in the 
cerebrospinal fluid and serum. These changes led to 
activation of microglia in subcortical and hippocampal 
white matter regions, with distinct effects on specific 
neural cell populations. The activation of microglia 
appeared to be mediated by persistently elevated 
concentrations of C-C motif chemokine 11 (CCL11), 
which has been associated with ageing and inhibition of 
neurogenesis. In a small human study (n=63), higher 
concentrations of serum CCL11 were identified in 
participants with neuro-LC than in those with long 
COVID without cognitive symptoms.58,59

Potentially modifiable risk factors for neuro-LC
Although direct viral tropism with SARS-CoV-2 was 
initially hypothesised to contribute to neuro-LC 
symptoms, it seems more likely that patients are 
predisposed to clinical sequelae through indirect effects 
of infection, disease, and clinical care, such as persistent 
inflammation or viral load, clotting abnormalities, low 
blood oxygen, exposure to sedative and analgesic drugs, 
isolation, and immobility. Identification of modifiable 
risk factors that could be targeted to reduce the burden of 
neuro-LC is a priority for research and clinical practice.

Clotting abnormalities
Prolonged viral presence, hypoxia, and inflammatory 
responses are hypothesised to lead to persistent 
endothelial damage, extensive vascular endotheliitis, and 
thrombosis, which put patients at risk of neuro-LC.58,60 In 
studies that included proteomics and fluorescence 
microscopy, plasma samples from patients with long 
COVID contained large anomalous (amyloid) deposits 
(microclots).32,60 In support of clotting abnormalities as a 
possible risk factor for neuro-LC are large registry studies 
of patients who were hospitalised or admitted to the ICU 
with COVID-19, which have found rates of venous 
thromboembolism and pulmonary embolism in the 
range of 1–3% at 3 months after discharge.61,62 Studies 
evaluating biomarker profiles that might be associated 
with increased thrombosis among survivors of COVID-19 
hospitalisation have identified very high serum 
concentrations of ferritin, D-dimer, and C-reactive 
protein,63 high erythrocyte sedimentation rate,63 large 
anomalous (amyloid) deposits (microclots32 resistant to 
fibrinolysis), and an increase in plasma factor VIII and 
plasminogen activator inhibitor 1 concentrations related 
to the continuous activation of endothelial cells,64 which 
might explain, partly, the hypercoagulable and 
hypofibrinolytic states that could predispose patients to 
neuro-LC.

Hypoxia
Patients with COVID-19 often have severe hypoxaemia, 
although many do not report any discomfort or obvious 
increased work of breathing as an early manifestation.65,66 
This so-called happy hypoxaemia early in the course of 
SARS-CoV-2 infection is caused primarily by ventilation–
perfusion (V/Q) mismatch as a result of adequate 
pulmonary arterial blood flow to poorly ventilated 
alveoli, secondary to the relative failure of the hypoxic 
pulmonary vasoconstriction mechanism during SARS-
CoV-2 infection.67 Endothelial injury and a hypercoagulable 
state are also emerging as a central hallmark of COVID-19 
pathogenesis.66,67 The hypercoagulable state leads to further 
deterioration in V/Q mismatch and lung tissue damage. 
Diffusing capacity of the lungs can be impaired, leading to 
a raised alveolar–arterial oxygen gradient (PAO2 - PaO2). 
Prolonged hypoxaemia increases the risk of cerebral 
compromise, particularly in so-called watershed regions of 
the brain (areas of the frontal and parietal cortex at the 
margins of distribution of the major vascular structures). 
Chronic intermittent hypoxia causes changes in signalling 
pathways at the neuronal synapse,68 which might 
contribute to the increased risk of cognitive deficits that 
many patients have even months after acute COVID-19.

Sedation and analgesia
Early reports during the pandemic advocated 
neuromuscular blockade and deep sedation to treat 
patients with COVID-19-associated acute respiratory 
distress syndrome (ARDS). Patient factors such as 
increased patient–ventilator dyssynchrony, need for 
higher positive end-expiratory pressures, agitation, and 
the decision to prone patients might also have contributed 
to the desire for deeper sedation. The COVID-D cohort 
study69 of adult patients with COVID-19 who received 
care in the ICU included 2088 patients from 69 sites in 
14 countries. 1827 (87·5%) received invasive mechanical 
ventilation, with 1337 (64·0%) receiving benzodiazepines 
for a median of 7 days (IQR 4–12) and 1481 (70·9%) 
receiving propofol for a median of 7 days (4–11). 1704 
(81·6%) of 2088 patients were in a coma for a median of 
10 days (IQR 6–15) and 1147 (54·9%) had delirium for a 
median of 3 days (2–6). Thus, a substantial proportion of 
patients had acute brain organ dysfunction for almost 
2 weeks. Benzodiazepine sedative infusions were 
associated with a higher risk of delirium (odds ratio [OR] 
1·59, 95% CI 1·33–1·91). Spontaneous awakening and 
breathing trials were performed in only a quarter of 
eligible patients. Thus, sedation practices during the 
pandemic lost the gains made over the previous two 
decades, during which benzodiazepine use had reduced 
(to <5% of patients receiving invasive mechanical 
ventilation), duration of acute brain dysfunction had 
reduced (to a reported median of <5 days), and 
spontaneous awakening and breathing trials were 
established as standards of care.70–72 This increased use of 
sedation portends a substantial risk for the development 
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of neuro-LC, given that delirium is one of the strongest 
potentially modifiable risk factors for long-term cognitive 
impairment after critical illness.73 Depth of sedation and 
use of benzodiazepine medications have also been 
associated with worse symptoms of post-traumatic stress 
disorder and psychological sequelae.74,75 Regardless of the 
indication, prolonged sedation is therefore not without 
consequences,76 and understanding of the association 
between sedation and post-acute sequelae of critical 
illness provides an opportunity to improve care for 
patients in the future.

Isolation
Critically ill patients with COVID-19 might have been 
uniquely affected by social isolation resulting from 
restricted visitation in most hospitals during the 
pandemic. In the COVID-D study,69 family visitation 
occurred on less than 20% of eligible days; however, 
when (virtual or in-person) visitation was allowed, the 
risk of delirium the following day significantly decreased 
(OR 0·73, 95% CI 0·63–0·84). Family presence in the 
ICU has been associated with decreased anxiety, reduced 
length of stay, and increased sense of security, 
satisfaction, and quality of care among patients. These 
findings suggest that social isolation might have acute 
and long-lasting effects as part of neuro-LC (cognitive 
and psychiatric) after acute COVID-19.

Mitigating neuro-LC and supporting patients in 
recovery
Over the past 36 months of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
much has been learned about the pathophysiological 
underpinnings of SARS-CoV-2 and the host response to 
infection, early and late clinical manifestations, and best 
treatment strategies during acute illness. Furthermore, 
population-based studies have shown the beneficial 
effects of vaccination77–79 and early antiviral therapy 
(nirmatrelvir)80,81 in reducing long COVID symptoms 
(including neuro-LC). Unfortunately, early in the 
pandemic, many key manage ment strategies developed 
during the past two decades on the basis of high-quality 
research in critically ill populations were abandoned 
with the misguided notion that COVID-19 pneumonia, 
ARDS, and critical illness reflect a completely different 
entity requiring unique management strategies. 
However, this has not proved to be the case, with more 
similarities than differences between COVID-19-related 
critical illness and critical illness due to other causes. As 
we learn more about the lasting impact of SARS-CoV-2 
in the form of long COVID, tested management 
strategies during critical illness need to be reinstated, 
and an appreciation of and commitment to essential 
support systems for patients are needed to prevent an 
emerging epidemic of neuro-LC. We propose some 
actionable steps, based on available evidence and expert 
recommendation, which might help to ameliorate 
neuro-LC.

Anticoagulation in critically ill patients
The COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines (updated in 
April, 2023)82 recommend that patients with COVID-19 
who previously received anticoagulant or antiplatelet 
therapies for underlying conditions should continue these 
medications unless significant bleeding develops or other 
contraindications are present. For patients admitted to the 
ICU, prophylaxis with low-molecular-weight heparin 
(LMWH) or unfractionated heparin (UFH) is preferred 
over oral anticoagulants, and LMWH is preferred over 
UFH. Venous thromboembolism prophylaxis should not 
be continued after hospital discharge for patients with 
COVID-19 unless they have another indication or are 
deemed to be high risk, and an individualised approach 
should be used to identify high-risk hospitalised patients 
with COVID-19 for extended thromboprophylaxis with a 
direct oral anticoagulant. For critically ill patients with 
COVID-19 who have rapid deterioration of pulmonary, 
cardiac, or neurological function or sudden, localised loss 
of peripheral perfusion, the COVID-19 Treatment 
Guidelines Panel recommends evaluating patients for 
thromboembolic disease and treating therapeutically if 
indicated. When diagnostic imaging is not possible, 
patients who are highly suspected to have thromboembolic 
disease should be started on therapeutic anticoagulation as 
per standard institutional protocols. This guidance extends 
to patients who require extracorporeal membrane 
oxygenation (ECMO) or continuous renal replacement 
therapy, or those who have thrombosis related to catheters 
or ECMO filters. Although the guidelines are based on 
expert opinion and founded in evidence-based standards 
for venous thromboembolism prophylaxis, we expect 
efficacy studies to confirm their applicability to patients 
with COVID-19 and show an association with decreased 
risk of adverse neurological outcomes—in particular, 
cerebrovascular sequelae. Ongoing studies include, among 
others, the global FREEDOM COVID-19 Anticoagulation 
Trial (NCT04512079) and the ANTIcoagulation in Severe 
COVID-19 Patients (ANTICOVID) study (NCT04808882).

Protocolised support of mechanically ventilated patients
When possible, health-care providers should adhere to 
current guidelines83,84 for the practice of mechanical 
ventilation, especially in patients with COVID-19. These 
guidelines recommend limited use of neuro muscular 
blockade, avoidance of continuous infusions of 
benzodiazepines, targeting of light levels of sedation, 
frequent awakening and breathing trials, and early 
mobilisation. These practices improve short-term 
outcomes but might also reduce the risk of PICS,85 which 
afflicts a high proportion of survivors of acute respiratory 
failure10,86,87 and has a symptom profile largely overlapping 
that of neuro-LC.88 This guideline is in line with earlier 
recommendations from Fan and colleagues89 to adhere to 
evidence-based practices and manage mechanical 
ventilation and the associated needs of individual 
patients with COVID-19 as patients without the disease 

For more on the COVID-19 
Treatment Guidelines see 
https://www.
covid19treatmentguidelines.
nih.gov/
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would be managed, including the use of lung-protective 
strategies that have been established in randomised trials 
over the past two decades. As the ability to care for 
patients who have COVID-19 improves with better 
strategies to combat the virus and its accompanying 
sequelae, and as health-care systems prepare for the next 
wave of COVID-19 and other emerging pandemics, ICU 
practitioners must move away from deep sedation and 
strive for lighter levels of sedation when patient-related 
factors and logistical issues permit its safe use, to 
mitigate PICS and promote optimum recovery of body 
and mind after acute disease.

The ABCDEF (A2F) bundle and Prevention and 
Management of Pain, Agitation/Sedation, Delirium, 
Immobility, and Sleep Disruption (PADIS) guidelines84 for 
adult patients in the ICU provide a framework for best 
practice to help to free patients from mechanical ventilation 
faster and to reduce delirium, and potentially to reduce the 
downstream impact of neuro-LC. On the basis of high-
impact randomised controlled trials (RCTs) over the past 
two decades, the A2F bundle has now been tested in 
clinical practice, outside the setting of an RCT, and was 
associated with significant improvement in mortality, time 
on mechanical ventilation, and length of hospital stay.90 
The main tenets of the A2F bundle include assessment 
and management of pain, both spontaneous awakening 
and breathing trials, choice of sedatives, delirium 
assessment and management, early mobility and exercise, 
and family empowerment and engagement. The 
protocolised practices of the A2F bundle have been well 
validated, with substantial evidence showing beneficial 
effects on outcomes in the ICU survivorship population. 
Future studies examining best implemen tation practices 
to decrease the risk of neuro-LC will be a crucial step 
towards improved outcomes in survivors of COVID-19.

A: Assessment and management of pain
All critically ill patients should be evaluated for pain 
using validated pain assessment tools.91–93 An analgesia-
first approach should be used, in which pain is addressed 
before sedating a patient.94

B: Both spontaneous awakening and breathing trials
Critically ill, mechanically ventilated patients should be 
lightly sedated if agitated, after pain has been addressed. 
Additionally, patients should be screened daily to assess 
suitability for spontaneous awakening trials (SATs) and 
undergo a SAT if they pass the screen.72,84 Similarly, 
patients should undergo a daily spontaneous breathing 
trial (SBT) screen and trial if they pass the screen.72,84 A 
coordinated approach to SATs and SBTs has been shown 
to improve ventilator-free days (14·7 vs 11·6 days; mean 
difference 3·1 days, 95% CI 0·7–5·6; p=0·02), time in 
the ICU (median 9·1 days vs 12·9 days; p=0·01), and 
mortality at any instant during the year after enrolment 
(HR 0·68, 95% CI 0·50–0·92; p=0·01) compared with 
SATs and SBTs used in isolation.72

C: Choice of sedatives
If patients require sedation due to agitation or patient–
ventilator dyssynchrony, non-benzodiazepine sedatives 
such as propofol or dexmedetomidine should be used.70 
These agents are equally efficacious, with similar 
outcomes with regard to delirium, time on mechanical 
ventilation, ICU length of stay, and mortality as seen in 
mechanically ventilated patients with and without 
sepsis.70,95 Furthermore, conduct of SATs can minimise 
the duration of sedation and cumulative sedation use, in 
addition to reducing time on mechanical ventilation, 
ICU length of stay, and mortality.72

D: Delirium assessment and management
All patients should be evaluated for delirium using a 
validated instrument, such as the Confusion Assessment 
Method for the ICU (CAM-ICU)96,97 or the Intensive Care 
Delirium Screening Checklist.98 In patients diagnosed 
with delirium, a thorough assessment should be done to 
investigate potential causes of delirium. Antipsychotic 
medications can be used to control dangerous agitation 
temporarily, although data are clear that these medications 
do not prevent or treat delirium.71,99

E: Early mobility and exercise
Critically ill patients should be screened daily and engage 
in early mobilisation to allow faster weaning from 
mechanical ventilation and functional independence at 
hospital discharge.100,101 In a recent RCT of 200 mechanically 
ventilated patients who were recruited before the 
emergence of COVID-19,85 early mobilisation resulted in 
lower rates of cognitive impairment (24% vs 43%; absolute 
difference –19·2%, 95% CI –32·1 to –6·3; p=0·004) at 
1 year after hospital discharge. ICU-acquired weakness 
was also less prevalent at 1 year among participants who 
received early mobilisation.

F: Family empowerment and engagement
When possible, families should be allowed to visit 
patients (preferably in person but at least virtually) to 
avoid social isolation102 and possibly reduce the risk of 
delirium.69 Protocolised and intentional family 
engagement and empowerment might also facilitate 
patient-centred care by informing the health-care team’s 
understanding of the patient’s individual psychosocial 
context, goals, and preferences.

Future directions
Ongoing efforts to develop a consensus definition of long 
COVID and neuro-LC, with attention to phenotypic 
subtypes, will inform the design of future observational 
and interventional studies on this subject. A better 
understanding of the natural history and progression of 
symptom clusters beyond 1 year after acute infection is 
also needed in survivors of COVID-19 in general, and 
particularly in survivors of COVID-19-related critical 
illness. At present, there are no specific, targeted 

For instruments and resources 
to monitor and manage 

delirium in the ICU see 
https://www.icudelirium.org/

https://www.icudelirium.org/
https://www.icudelirium.org/
https://www.icudelirium.org/
https://www.icudelirium.org/
https://www.icudelirium.org/
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preventive or therapeutic treatments for neuro-LC, and 
the development of safe and effective interventions is a 
priority for future research. As we have discussed, 
neurological, cognitive, and psychiatric sequelae of SARS-
CoV-2 infection are probably driven by neuro-
inflammation, suggesting that specific inflammatory 
pathways are rational targets to combat these devastating 
consequences of COVID-19. Dexamethasone is now part 
of most acute COVID-19 management protocols to reduce 
inflam mation and, given its proven benefit in other acute 
neurological conditions, the efficacy of dexamethasone as 
a preventive treatment against neuro-LC could be 
explored. Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors such as baricitinib 
improve survival in acute COVID-19103,104 and are another 
potential treatment modality that warrants further study 
in long COVID. JAK inhibitors reduce inflammation by 
blocking the inflammatory JAK signalling cascade that is 
activated when the cytokine interleukin-6 binds to a cell-
surface receptor.105 Ruloxitinib, a JAK inhibitor related to 
baricitinib, has been shown to restore functional immune 
responses and reduce viral reservoir size in people living 
with HIV,106 and to reduce histopathological features of 
HIV encephalitis in a mouse model.107 Similarly, neuro-
inflammation mediated by the JAK/STAT pathway has 

been implicated in the development of neuro degenerative 
diseases such as Parkinson’s disease.108 Baricitinib has 
been shown to improve cognitive function in mice with 
chronic neuroinflammation due to HIV infection,109 but it 
has not been studied in humans to treat cognitive or 
physical impairments related to long COVID. Because 
persistent inflammation and immune activation from 
viral antigenic stimulation are likely contributors to the 
symptomatology of long COVID, baricitinib represents a 
potential therapeutic option, especially for neuro-LC.

Identifying biomarker profiles and clinical profiles that 
are associated with neuro-LC is another area of study that 
might help to identify patients at risk and target 
preventive and therapeutic interventions. Although 

Figure 2: Developing a survivorship community for patients with long COVID 
and PICS

Post-ICU support systems need to be strengthened to provide patients with 
cognitive and physical rehabilitation, easier connections to the health-care 

community through referrals from post-ICU clinics and dedicated social 
workers, and primary care physicians who recognise the manifestations of 

neuro-LC. Many patients with neurological symptoms meet diagnostic criteria 
for or have symptoms consistent with ME/CFS. Discerning these symptoms in 
the management of patients with neuro-LC is imperative because individuals 

with ME/CFS might need to apply rigorous pacing techniques to avoid cognitive 
and physical distress exacerbated by therapy. (A) A 32-year-old father, husband, 

firefighter, and emergency medical technician developed mild acute COVID-19 
in October, 2021, despite being fully vaccinated. The patient was healthy, fully 
functional, and employed before infection, but showed symptoms consistent 

with cognitive impairment, post-traumatic stress disorder, and precipitous 
hearing loss after the acute disease, with resultant loss of employment. He had 
hearing evaluated as part of employment screening in 2014; the picture on the 

left, taken 8 months after acute COVID-19, shows hearing loss since the 
previous evaluation. This profound sensorineural hearing impairment as part of 
long COVID, which necessitated bilateral hearing aids, appears to be permanent. 

The picture on the right shows the patient in June, 2023, 1 year and 8 months 
after the acute disease; he has now received the first of two planned cochlear 

implants and he receives social security disability funds that make up about 
50% of his previous income. (B) A support group of individuals with long 

COVID, facilitated by a neuropsychologist, at the Critical Illness, Brain 
Dysfunction, and Survivorship Center, Vanderbilt University Medical Center, 

Nashville, TN, USA. Patients in these groups have reported that the community 
saved them from near-certain suicide. We urge the medical community to 

create a safe place for patients with long COVID to have community in recovery. 
(C) Patients with long COVID need multidisciplinary clinical care and a support 

group of like-minded individuals, which should be a priority for long COVID and 
post-ICU centres worldwide to address the substantial burden of neuro-LC. The 

panel lists key components of the survivorship clinic and survivorship support 
group at the authors’ institution. ICU=intensive care unit. ME/CFS=myalgic 

encephalomyelitis/chronic fatigue syndrome. Neuro-LC=neurological, 
cognitive, and psychiatric sequelae of COVID-19 (neuro-long COVID). 

PICS=post-intensive care syndrome. 

A
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C Care and support after ICU discharge: community in recovery

Survivorship support groupSurvivorship clinic

Clinical care (treatment and 
rehabilitation) and support provided
by an interprofessional team at a 
long COVID or PICS clinic:
• Physicians
• Nurses
• Psychologists
• Rehabilitation specialists (physical
 and occupational therapists)
• Pharmacist
• Social worker
• Chaplain or spiritual adviser

A safe space and community for 
survivors of COVID-19-related critical 
illness:
• Group meetings (in person or online) 
 with like-minded survivors,
 facilitated by a member of the clinical
 team (eg, neuropsychologist)
• A group chat text stream to allow 
 individuals to share thoughts and 
 feelings, ask questions, offer advice 
 and support, or call for one-to-one 
 support on the path to recovery
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chemokines such as CCL11 have been identified in 
individuals with mild SARS-CoV-2 infection and were 
associated with impaired hippocampal neurogenesis,58 
the mechanisms by which these changes lead to worse 
symptoms after SARS-CoV-2 infection, compared with 
influenza, have yet to be clarified.

Post-ICU support systems will need to expand ICU 
recovery clinics and build a survivorship community to 
meet the needs of patients with neuro-LC and PICS 
(figure 2). Many patients with long COVID meet the 
diagnostic criteria for ME/CFS or have symptoms 
consistent with ME/CFS,40,41 which can worsen with 
physical or mental activity.42 Predictive biomarkers that 
can guide clinical care will be essential to distinguish 
patients who are likely to benefit from established 
rehabilitation therapies from those unlikely to benefit or 
at risk of harm.

Finally, the critical care community, which has lost 
tremendous resources in experienced nurses and other 
health-care professionals during the course of the 
pandemic, with invaluable institutional memory, 
remains in a period of deeply needed recovery. 
Investment and a commitment to understanding and 
responding to the experiences and needs of health-care 
workers are required. Priorities include studies of long-
term workforce trends arising from the pandemic; 
measures to ensure the safety of health-care workers (eg, 
availability of vaccines and personal protective 
equipment); education and mitigation of psychological 
stress among health-care workers; improved support for 
reasonable working hours, staffing patterns, and wages 
and benefits; and development of a sustained pipeline of 
trained professionals to manage the ever-increasing 
demands of work in the ICU.

Conclusions
Neuro-LC, a subset of clinical manifestations within the 
larger context of long COVID, threatens to be a 

devastating epidemic resulting from the COVID-19 
pandemic that could affect patients’ quality of life for 
years to come. Symptoms that persist or emerge after 
COVID-19-related critical illness—the overlapping 
syndromes of PICS and neuro-LC—could add to the 
burden of neurological, cognitive, and psychiatric 
sequelae of COVID-19. Although advances in 
understanding of the pathophysiological underpinnings 
of SARS-CoV-2 infection and the host response will help 
to delineate new treatment modalities, adherence to best-
practice guidelines is likely to help in mitigating neuro-
LC in the interim. Systemic and organ-level inflammation 
and viral reservoirs are the leading hypotheses for the 
mechanistic underpinnings of long COVID in general 
and neuro-LC in particular. Future studies investigating 
the use of inflammatory modulators and antiviral agents, 
such as the STOP-PASC trial of nirmatrelvir plus ritonavir 
for the treatment of long COVID (NCT05576662), will be 
important in the search for strategies to mitigate the 
devastating effects of this collection of disorders in 
survivors of COVID-19-related critical illness.
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